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KEY PO INT S

• The chromatin reader
protein SGF29 is a
novel epigenetic
vulnerability in AML.

• SGF29 regulates AML
oncogene transcription
and KAT2A chromatin
localization in AML.
Aberrant expression of stem cell–associated genes is a common feature in acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) and is linked to leukemic self-renewal and therapy resistance. Using AF10-
rearranged leukemia as a prototypical example of the recurrently activated “stemness”
network in AML, we screened for chromatin regulators that sustain its expression. We
deployed a CRISPR-Cas9 screen with a bespoke domain-focused library and identified
several novel chromatin-modifying complexes as regulators of the TALE domain tran-
scription factor MEIS1, a key leukemia stem cell (LSC)–associated gene. CRISPR droplet
sequencing revealed that many of these MEIS1 regulators coordinately controlled the
transcription of several AML oncogenes. In particular, we identified a novel role for the
Tudor-domain–containing chromatin reader protein SGF29 in the transcription of AML
oncogenes. Furthermore, SGF29 deletion impaired leukemogenesis in models representative of multiple AML sub-
types in multiple AML subtype models. Our studies reveal a novel role for SGF29 as a nononcogenic dependency in
AML and identify the SGF29 Tudor domain as an attractive target for drug discovery.
Introduction
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a devastating blood cancer
with a dismal survival rate.1 Current therapies often have strong
toxicity and undesirable side effects, highlighting the need for
safer, more effective alternatives. A major challenge in devel-
oping new drugs for AML is its molecular heterogeneity,
comprising distinct mutational profiles and clinical characteris-
tics.2 However, there are common molecular pathways dysre-
gulated across different AML subtypes. Studies have shown that
various upstream genetic alterations in AML, including DNMT3
or nucleophosmin 1 (NPM1) mutations and different chromo-
somal translocation fusion products, result in the activation of
the clustered homeobox (HOX) genes and their cofactors, such
as the 3 amino acid loop extension (TALE) homeobox gene
MEIS1 (reviewed in3-11). Both loss-of-function and gain-of-
function experiments have demonstrated the importance of
HOX/MEIS expression in leukemia pathogenesis in diverse
subsets of AML, including those bearing mixed lineage leuke-
mia (MLL)-fusions,12,13 NUP98-fusions,14 and AF10-fusions.15,16

Importantly, ectopic HOXA9 overexpression in murine
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) causes a
myeloproliferative phenotype in mice that can progress to AML
upon MEIS1 coexpression.17,18 MEIS1 is a critical cofactor of
leukemia-associated HOXA transcription factors and is required
for their full leukemogenic capability,17,18 because it acts as a
rate-limiting regulator of leukemia stem cells (LSCs).19 Taken
together, there is compelling evidence implicating the HOX/
MEIS oncoproteins as a critical node integrating a variety of
functionally distinct oncogenic insults in AML.

Pharmacological targeting of the HOX/MEIS pathway may thus
yield therapeutic benefits in multiple, genetically heteroge-
neous AML subtypes. Because the HOX/MEIS proteins are
DNA-binding transcription factors, they have proven difficult to
target directly using traditional drug-development methods.
We reasoned that a detailed and systematic identification of
epigenetic modulators critical for sustaining HOX/MEIS activa-
tion in AML would help identify nodes for targeted drug-
discovery campaigns aimed at this clinically relevant pathway.
To this end, we conducted pharmacological and CRISPR-based
genetic screens using enhanced green fluorescence protein
(eGFP) tagged MEIS1 AML cells.3 Our screens found several
novel regulators of the expression of HOX/MEIS and other
leukemia oncogenes in AML, including BMI1, SATB1, and
MYC. Most notably, we identified a novel role for the Tudor
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domain–containing chromatin reader protein SGF29 in AML.
We show that SGF29, through its Tudor domain, is a critical
epigenetic regulator required for maintaining the transcription
of key leukemia oncogenes and leukemogenesis of diverse
AML subtypes.
Methods
Epigenetic CRISPR screen
The pooled epigenetics CRISPR library virus was produced
using HEK293T cells transfected with polyethylimine, pMD2.G,
and psPAX2 as previously described.6 Thirty million UB3 cells
were transduced with the pooled library lentivirus in RPMI
medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS),
antibiotics, and 0.8 μg/mL Polybrene. The medium was
changed 24 hours after transduction to remove Polybrene, and
cells were plated in fresh culture medium. Forty-eight hours
after transduction, puromycin was added at a concentration of
1 μg/mL to select for cells expressing single-guide RNA
(sgRNA) library and then removed after 72 hours. To ensure
transduction of a single sgRNA per cell, the multiplicity of
infection was set between ~0.3 and 0.4. Adequate represen-
tation of sgRNAs during the screen was ensured by keeping
>1000× cells in culture relative to the library size. Ten million
cells per replicate were harvested 3 days after puromycin
removal for an initial time point (T0). Cells were sorted using
fluorescence-activated cell sorter 5 days later to collect the
upper and lower quartiles on the basis of green fluorescent
protein (GFP) expression using the FACSAria II Instrument (BD
Biosciences) at the Sanford Burnham Prebys Flow Cytometry
Core. Genomic DNA extraction from the T0 and GFP-low and
-high cells was performed using the Zymo QuickDNA Midiprep
Plus Kit (Zymo Research, catalog number D4068), according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. A 2-step polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)–amplification for sequencing library preparation
was conducted with TaKaRa Ex Taq Polymerase (TaKara, cata-
log number RR001) and custom primers to achieve adequate
sequencing coverage in 1 × 75 bp single-end reads, following
published guidelines.5 Barcoded libraries were pooled and
sequenced using an Illumina Hiseq 500.

CRISPR droplet sequencing (CROP-seq)
experiment
Lentivirus was made from the CROP-seq pooled DNA by
transfection of the CROP-seq pool together with poly-
ethylimine, pMD2.G, and psPAX2 in HEK293T cells, as
described previously.6 Viral supernatant was collected at 48
hours and filtered through a 0.45-μm filter. Viral supernatant
was then concentrated by centrifugation (20 000 rpm, 2 hours,
4◦C) and used for transduction of UB3 cells by incubation with
0.8 μg/μL of Polybrene overnight. Medium was changed after
overnight incubation. At 48 hours after transduction, puromycin
(1 μg/μL) was added to cell suspensions for 3 days of selection.
Cells were pelleted for sequencing 3 days after removal of
puromycin.

Cell culture
Human leukemia cell lines U937 (gift from Daniel Tenen) and
MOLM13 (ACC-554; DSMZ) were cultured in RPMI-1640
medium with 2 mM L-glutamine and sodium pyruvate, 10%
FBS and 50 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher
698 22 FEBRUARY 2024 | VOLUME 143, NUMBER 8
Scientific). Murine leukemia cells were cultured in Dulbecco
modified Eagle medium with 2 mM L-glutamine, 15% FBS, and
50 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin, and 10 ng/mL murine
interleukin-6, 6 ng/mL murine interleukin-3, and 20 ng/mL
murine stem cell factor (Peprotech). HEK293T cells were
cultured in Dulbecco modified Eagle medium with 2 mM
L-glutamine and sodium pyruvate, 10% FBS and 50 U/mL
penicillin/streptomycin. MLL-AF10 patient–derived xenograft
(PDX) cells were cultured in Iscove modified Dulbecco medium
supplemented with 20% BIT9500 (STEMCELL Technologies),
human cytokines, and StemRegenin 1 44 (SR1), and UM171 as
described earlier.9 All cells were incubated in 5% CO2 at 37◦C.
Results
A high-density, domain–focused CRISPR screen
identifies epigenetic regulators of MEIS1
expression
AML cases with the t(10;11)(p13;q14) translocation, which
results in the CALM-AF10 fusion gene, display highly elevated
expression of several stem cell–associated genes, including the
HOXA cluster, MEIS1, and BMI1.20,21 Indeed, CALM-AF10–
positive AML cell lines harbor some of the highest expression
levels of these oncogenes (supplemental Figure 1A, available
on the Blood website). We used a previously described3 CALM-
AF10–positive AML cell line, U937, with the eGFP gene
knocked into the endogenous MEIS1 locus immediately
upstream of the start codon. Leveraging this system, we used
MEIS1 expression as a surrogate for identifying epigenetic
regulators of the self-renewal–associated program in AML cells.
First, we validated these U937-eGFP-MEIS1 cells (henceforth
termed UB3) by perturbation with sgRNAs targeting DOT1L
(Figure 1A). We performed chemical screens using a library of
inhibitors of epigenetic pathways in the UB3 cells as well as in
mouse GFP-MEIS1-tagged22 MLL-AF9 AML cells. Both screens
only revealed the well-characterized MEIS1 regulators DOT1L
and ENL/MLLT1 (supplemental Figure 1B-E; supplemental
Tables 1 and 3). We reasoned that poorly studied epigenetic
readers, writers, and eraser proteins are not adequately repre-
sented in currently available chemical epigenetic inhibitor
libraries, precluding identification of their activities in phenotypic
screens. Therefore, we sought to extend our investigation of
MEIS1 epigenetic regulators using genetic screening. For this,
we generated a CRISPR library targeting 645 genes, comprising
all categories of epigenetic regulators (Figure 1B; supplemental
Table 2). Given the demonstrated advantage of targeting func-
tional domains,23 we designed 5 sgRNAs for every annotated
domain, in addition to 5 sgRNAs for each early constitutive exon.
We used this dense CRISPR library (total of 11 228 sgRNAs) to
conduct an in vitro phenotypic enrichment screening in Cas9-
expressing UB3 cells. We sorted the low- and high- eGFP frac-
tions to infer positive or negative MEIS1 regulators, respectively
(“Methods”; Figure 1C). Normalized read counts of nontargeting
controls (NTCs) and polymerase-encoding genes were uniformly
distributed in both eGFP fractions, indicating successful technical
performance of controls (supplemental Figure 2A). MAGeCK-
Flute24,25 analysis of the screen revealed several novel hits,
including AFF2, CSNK2A1, CSNK2B, SGF29/CCDC101, ENY2,
TAF6, HDAC1, and LDB1, as well as regulators, such as
DOT1L,4,26,27 MLLT1/ENL,12,13 MLLT10/AF10,28 KAT7/
HBO1,29,30 JADE3,29 and KMT2A/MLL131,32 (Figure 1D).
BARBOSA et al
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Figure 1. Screening for epigenetic modulators identifies novel MEIS1 regulators in AML cells. (A) eGFP intensity values from monoclonal UB3 cells upon DOT1L CRISPR
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STRING analysis31 showed that multiple proteins from 6 chro-
matin complexes were among our top hits (Figure 1E). Thus, we
identified distinct constituents of chromatin-modifying com-
plexes with potential MEIS1 regulatory activity, offering inde-
pendent, complementary nodes for therapeutic targeting.

Competition assays reveal the role of candidate
hits in AML cell growth
Next, we tested the requirement of our top candidate hits for
AML cell growth. We performed arrayed CRISPR competition
assays in UB3 cells (Figure 2A for schematic). Specifically, we
cloned 2 to 3 sgRNAs for each of the top candidate hits (SGF29,
ENY2, AFF2, CSNK2A1, CSNK2B, MLLT1, KAT7, and JADE3),
in addition to NTCs, KMT2A, and DOT1L as a positive control in
a plasmid vector coexpressing a blue fluorescence protein
(BFP). We transduced UB3 cells using lentivirus at an ~50% rate
and sampled the populations by flow cytometry for up to 14
days. We observed a significant (P < .05, n = 3) and progressive
decline in the percentage of BFP-positive (BFP+) cells targeted
by all the candidate hits compared with NTCs over time
(Figure 2B). In addition, we observed a significant drop in eGFP
fluorescence (P < .05, n = 3) for multiple sgRNAs targeting the
top candidate hits, confirming a strong reduction in MEIS1
expression (supplemental Figure 2B). These results indicate that
our phenotypic screening strategy uncovered high-confidence
epigenetic regulators that affect the growth of U937 cells. To
rule out that this antiproliferative effect was limited to the
CALM-AF10–positive cell line U937, we tested our hits in a
Cas9-expressing MLL-AF9 fusion-positive MOLM13 AML cell
line. CRISPR deletion of these genes also led to a progressive
decline in the percentage of BFP+ cells compared with NTC-
transduced cells, indicating their importance for the prolifera-
tion of MOLM13 cells (supplemental Figure 2C, upper panel).
Interestingly, deletion of the uncharacterized SAGA complex
genes SGF29 and ENY2 had the most detrimental effects on
the growth of both U937 as well as MOLM13 cells (Figure 2B;
supplemental Figure 2C), and the strong antiproliferative effect
was also observed in the MV-4-11 AML cell line (supplemental
Figure 2C, lower panel).

CRISPR droplet sequencing reveals candidate hits
regulating the leukemia oncotranscriptome
Although we used MEIS1 as a reporter, our overarching goal
was to identify epigenetic regulators of genes associated with
AML and LSC self-renewal. Thus, we tested the effect of
deleting our top hits on global transcription using single-cell
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq). To test several candidates in par-
allel, we generated a small pooled CRISPR library targeting our
top hits with 2 to 3 sgRNAs per gene, along with NTCs (a total
of 29 sgRNAs). We also included sgRNAs for control genes
which are either chromatin readers without HOX/MEIS-specific
gene regulatory activity in U937 cells (MLLT3) or have nonse-
lective transcriptional effects (BRD4). We cloned this library for
use in CROP-seq,32 which allows for matching the single-cell
RNA-seq profile of each cell to the sgRNA expressed within
it, and thus infer knockout signatures. After sgRNA assignment,
unbiased clustering of whole-transcriptome single-cell RNA-seq
data using the Ward.D2 minimum variance method
(supplemental Methods) revealed the relatedness of each of the
perturbations (Figure 2C; supplemental Figure 2D). Although
the transcriptomes of CSNK2A1, KMT2A, and MLLT10
700 22 FEBRUARY 2024 | VOLUME 143, NUMBER 8
knockout cells clustered together, DOT1L, MLLT1, AFF2, and
SGF29 deleted transcriptomes formed a distinct cluster, indi-
cating transcriptional similarities.

Analysis of the CROP-seq data further showed that similar to
other known targets, such as DOT1L and MLLT1, deletion of
novel candidates SGF29 and AFF2 showed not only MEIS1
downregulation but also decreased the expression of other
credentialed leukemia oncogenes, such as HOXA13, MYC,
BMI1, and SATB1 (Figure 2D; supplemental Table 4). Moreover,
deletion of the novel candidate hits SGF29 and AFF2 also
concomitantly increased expression of myeloid differentiation-
associated genes including lysozyme (LYZ), cathepsins CTSA
and CTSD, and S100P (Figure 2D). The deletion of control
genes included in our CROP-seq study, namely AFF4 and the
chromatin readers BRD4 and MLLT3, did not have consistent
effects on the expression of these AML oncogenes or on
differentiation-associated signatures. Taken together, our
studies identify novel epigenetic regulators important for sus-
taining key LSC signature genes and repressing the expression
of differentiation-associated genes.

Analysis of whole-genome CRISPR screens in
cancer cell lines earmarks SGF29 as a leukemia and
AML-selective dependency
One of the challenges in developing epigenetic candidates as
therapeutic targets is their potential for nonselective toxicity.
One way of testing the selectivity of a candidate gene is to
investigate the effects of its genetic deletion in a cancer subtype
of interest compared with cancers of other lineages. For this, we
used the dependency maps (DepMap) data set, containing
genome-scale functional genetic screens across cancer cell
lines.33 We assessed the lineage specificity of the candidate
genes’ essentiality in leukemia by comparing the median CRISPR
knockout fitness scores (Chronos) between leukemia (n = 41) and
nonleukemia (n = 979) cell lines. In this analysis, depletion of
SGF29, MLLT1/ENL, and DOT1L showed exceptionally high
leukemia-selective fitness defects even more selective than
KMT2A and MEN1 than nonleukemia cells (Wilcox test false
discovery rate q-values of 3.75E−08, 1.40E−06, and 2.25E−07,
respectively; Figure 2E-F; supplemental Figure 2E; supplemental
Table 5). Because leukemia cell lines in DepMap include both
AML and non-AML cell lines, we also tested the specificity of
SGF29 deletion effects for AML in the DepMap data set. Again,
SGF29, MLLT1/ENL, and DOT1L showed exceptional AML
selectivity (supplemental Figure 2E-F; supplemental Table 6). We
focused our attention on SGF29 because of its strong CRISPR
deletion effects on U937, MOLM13, and MV-4-11 cell lines, high
leukemia and AML selectivity in the DepMap data, strong effects
on AML oncotranscriptome in CROP-seq studies, and most
importantly—a yet uncharacterized role in AML. Interestingly,
SGF29 transcripts were expressed at significantly higher levels in
leukemia and AML cell lines than all other cancer cell lines in the
DepMap data. This may help in explaining why SGF29 depletion
has selective antiproliferative effects in these lineages
(supplemental Figure 2G).

SGF29 deletion has marked antileukemia effects in
human AML cell lines
Because our transcriptomic, arrayed CRISPR validation and
computational studies showed SGF29 as one of the strongest
BARBOSA et al
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dependencies from our hits across AML cell lines, we sought to
directly assess its deletion on human AML cell growth and
leukemogenesis. Consistent with our flow cytometry–based
in vitro competition assays, we observed that SGF29 deletion
using validated CRISPR sgRNAs (supplemental Figure 3A)
significantly and progressively reduced the growth of U937 and
MOLM13 AML cell lines (Figure 3A-B). SGF29 deletion led to
increased retention of the CellTrace Far Red dye (“Methods”) in
U937 cells, confirming diminished proliferation compared with
that in cells treated with NTCs (Figure 3C). Furthermore, the
antiproliferative effects of SGF29 deletion were accompanied
by a significant increase in the proportion of cells in the G0/G1
fraction compared with that in NTC-sg1 cells (supplemental
Figure 3B) as well as a substantial increase in the proportion
of annexin V–positive apoptotic cells (supplemental Figure 3C).
We then wanted to assess the effects of SGF29 deletion on
AML cell differentiation. SGF29 deleted U937 cells showed a
significantly increased uptake of fluorescence-labeled heat-
inactivated Escherichia coli bioparticles compared to
NTC-expressing cells, indicative of functional myeloid differ-
entiation (Figure 3D-E; supplemental Figure 3D) as well as a
significantly higher surface expression of CD11b, a marker
associated with myeloid differentiation (Figure 3F;
supplemental Figure 3E). Next, we performed bulk RNA-seq of
MOLM13 and U937 cells with SGF29 CRISPR knockout
compared with NTC cells. Our RNA-seq analysis showed that
SGF29 deletion significantly decreased the expression of key
AML oncogenes with established roles in leukemic self-renewal,
including the HOXA cluster genes, MYC and BMI1 but not the
SGF29 binding partner KAT2A in both U937 and MOLM13 cell
lines (Figure 3G-H; supplemental Figure 3F-G). SGF29 deletion
concomitantly increased the expression of differentiation-
associated genes, such as LYZ (Figure 3G-H; supplemental
Tables 7 and 8). We confirmed key genes by quantitative real-
time PCR (supplemental Figure 3H). Interestingly, retroviral
overexpression of HOXA9 and MEIS1 rescued the growth-
inhibitory effects of SGF29 deletion (Figure 3I). Of note, in
addition to HOXA and MEIS1 genes, the MYC gene consis-
tently showed a highly significant reduction upon SGF29
knockout in both cell lines (supplemental Figure 3F-G) and
several MYC signatures were among the top downregulated
gene sets in both MOLM13 and U937 cell lines by gene set
enrichment analysis (Figure 3J-K; supplemental Figure 3J).
Importantly, gene signatures associated with LSCs were highly
enriched in the NTC compared with the SGF29-deleted fraction
(Figure 3K), and gene sets downregulated in hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs), associated with myeloid differentiation, or down-
regulated by HOX and MYC oncoproteins were significantly
upregulated in SGF29 deleted cells in both MOLM13 and U937
cell lines (supplemental Figure 3I-J). We then assessed the in vivo
impact of SGF29 ablation in cell line–derived xenograft models.
SGF29-deficient U937 and MOLM13 cell lines showed a signifi-
cantly increased disease latency (Figure 3L-M) compared with
their wild-type counterparts. These results demonstrate that
SGF29 regulates the expression of key AML oncogenes,
including HOX/MEIS and especially MYC-target genes, as well as
leukemogenesis of human AML cell lines.
Figure 2 (continued) separates the significant (false discovery rate [FDR] P value <.05) from
of Chronos scores in leukemia compared with other cell lines. (F) A sigmoid plot of DepMap
dependency rank (y-axis) for SGF29 in 41 leukemia cell lines in blue compared to 979 non
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Genetic Sgf29 inactivation impairs clonogenicity of
transformed but not normal hematopoietic
progenitors
Given the role of SGF29 in the transcription of self-renewal–
associated genes, we tested the effect of its inactivation on the
clonogenic capability of myeloid bone marrow (BM) cells
transformed by distinct AML driver oncoproteins. We per-
formed colony-forming unit (CFU) assays on murine BM-derived
HSPCs transformed with the CALM-AF10, MLL-AF10, or MLL-
AF9 fusions. We observed a significant reduction in the num-
ber of colonies with a blast-like morphology in CALM-AF10
transformed cells upon Sgf29 deletion using exon-targeting
sgRNAs, compared with Sgf29 intron-targeting controls
(Figure 4A-C; supplemental Figure 4A-B). Interestingly, there
was a dramatic decrease in the number of immature blast-like
colonies but only modest effects on the differentiated colony
numbers, an effect which persisted for at least 2 rounds of
replating (supplemental Figure 4B). Wright-Giemsa–stained
cytospins of Sgf29 knockout cells showed morphologically
differentiating myeloid cells in contrast to the immature, blast-
like morphology observed in Sgf29 wild-type counterparts
(Figure 4C). Similar results were obtained from MLL-AF9
(Figure 4D-F; supplemental Figure 4C) and MLL-AF10
(Figure 4G-I; supplemental Figure 4D) transformed cells.
Furthermore, Sgf29-deleted MLL-AF9 cells showed increase in
Gr-1 as well as decrease in c-Kit expression (supplemental
Figure 4E). Sgf29-deleted cells also showed increased
apoptosis compared with wild-type cells, as measured using
immunoblotting for cleaved poly (ADP ribose) polymerase
(PARP) (supplemental Figure 4F). Next, we tested the effect of
Sgf29 deletion on the colony-forming ability of normal HSPCs.
In contrast to oncoprotein-transformed BM cells, CRISPR-
mediated Sgf29 deletion in murine lineage-negative, Sca-1+,
Kit+ (LSK) cells (supplemental Figure 8) did not significantly alter
either the number or type of colonies observed in CFU assays,
except for a small but significant decrease in burst-forming unit
erythroid colonies (supplemental Figure 4G; Figure 4J-K).
Lethally irradiated mice injected with these LSKs showed no
statistically significant differences in 8-week-old BM BFP-
positive cell engraftment when compared with those injected
with control sgRNA-transduced LSK. Immunophenotypic anal-
ysis of the BM from the mice at 8 weeks after injection showed
no differences in the contribution to the different lineages
assessed using flow cytometry, except for a small but statisti-
cally significant increase in the percentage of CD11b-positive
cells in the Sgf29-deleted fraction (supplemental Figure 4H).

The Tudor domain of SGF29 is essential for its role
in myeloid transformation
The carboxy (C)-terminal tandem Tudor domain of SGF29 is
important for recognizing H3K4 di/trimethylated chromatin and
recruitment of KAT2A (GCN5)–containing chromatin-modifying
complexes.34-36 We hypothesized that this domain may be
required for the transcriptional activation of AML oncogenes.
To assess the dependency on the Tudor domain for SGF29
localization, we cloned a Flag-tagged SGF29 gene and
the nonsignificant (FDR P value >.05). The P value was calculated using theWilcox test
data showing the dependency score (Chronos, x-axis), compared with the normalized
leukemia cell lines labeled “other” (gray).
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generated a stably transduced U937 cell line (supplemental
Figure 5). We also generated cells expressing the SGF29D196R

mutant, which disrupts H3K4me3 binding in vitro.34 Chromatin
immunoprecipitation sequencing using a Flag antibody in the
Flag-SGF29 U937 cells showed occupancy in regions enriched
for H3K4me3-marked active promoters and H3K27-acetylated
putative enhancers (Figure 5A-B; supplemental Table 9).
SGF29 occupied the promoter and/or enhancer regions of HOX/
MEIS and other AML oncogenes whose expression was depen-
dent on SGF29, including BMI1 and MYC. The SGF29D196R

mutant showed dramatically reduced binding to these loci
(Figure 5C). Next, we tested the importance of the Tudor domain
for clonogenicity of MLL-AF9 AML cells. We observed that the
highly significant decrease in the immature blast-like colony
numbers upon endogenous Sgf29 deletion could be rescued
using retroviral overexpression of wild-type human SGF29
(impervious to the mouse Sgf29 sgRNAs). In contrast, the
SGF29D196R mutant failed to rescue this defect in blast-like col-
ony formation (Figure 5D-E). Notably, ectopic expression of the
SGF29D196R mutant itself dramatically reduced the number of
blast-like colonies even in MLL-AF9 cells with intact endogenous
Sgf29 alleles, indicating that the SGF29D196R mutant has domi-
nant negative activity (Figure 5D-E). These experiments highlight
the importance of the Tudor domain in the leukemia-promoting
activity of the SGF29 protein.

SGF29 regulates the chromatin localization of
proteins with established roles in AML
pathogenesis
We sought to identify the molecular mechanism by which
SGF29 affects the transcription of leukemia oncogenes. SGF29
participates in distinct chromatin regulatory complexes,
including the SPT3-TAF9-GCN5-acetyltransferase complex
(STAGA) complex, the mammalian homolog of the yeast
SPT-ADA-GCN5-acetyltransferase (SAGA) complex and the
ADA2A-containing (ATAC) complex. Both the SAGA and ATAC
complexes harbor the KAT2A (GCN5) and KAT2B (PCAF) ace-
tyltransferases with histone acetylating activity and have
prominent roles in transcriptional activation.37 We hypothesized
that SGF29 is important for tethering these epigenetic com-
plexes to chromatin, explaining its role in the transcriptional
activation of target genes. Thus, we asked which epigenetic
regulators are evicted from chromatin upon SGF29 depletion in
AML cells by performing chromatin enrichment proteomics
(ChEP)33 (Figure 6A for schematic). This method allows an
unbiased quantitative and qualitative assessment of the
chromatin-associated proteome.33 Our ChEP purification yiel-
ded substantial enrichment of the chromatin fraction, as
measured by the high proportional abundance of histones,
histone modifying proteins, transcription factors, and other
Figure 3. Proliferative and transcriptional effects of SGF29 loss in AML. Proliferation a
are shown over 10 days as indicated on the x-axis (n = 3). (C) Retention of the CellTrace F
with NTC (top panel), measured using flow cytometry over time (representative experimen
of fluorescently labeled E coli bioparticles. (E) Histograms of U937 cells transduced wi
phagocytosed pHrodo Red E coli bioparticles (n = 3). (F) Histograms of U937 cells trans
rescence intensity of CD11b on the x-axis (n = 3). (G-H) Volcano plot of genes differentiall
shown with key leukemia-associated and differentiation-associated genes marked. (I) Pro
overexpression of HOXA9-MEIS1 are shown over a period of 10 days (n = 3). (J) Select
MOLM13 cells compared with wild-type counterparts using gene set enrichment analysis
on the x-axis, and bubbles are colored by FDR-q value and sized by gene set sizes. (K) Se
myeloid development, MYC-targets, and LSCs. (L-M) Kaplan-Meier survival curves for NT
shown. Five mice per group were injected with cells expressing NTC or SGF29 sgRNA.
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chromatin and nuclear-associated proteins in the enriched
fractions (Figure 6B; supplemental Figure 6A). SGF29 deletion
in U937 cells resulted in a significant decrease in the abundance
of key AML oncoproteins, as measured through the intensity of
chromatin-associated peptides using mass spectrometry
(Figure 6C; supplemental Figure 6B). Specifically, the levels of
HOXA13 and SATB1 were significantly reduced in the chro-
matin fraction of SGF29-deleted cells, compared with wild-type
cells. We also observed a significant decrease in the abundance
of CDK4 and CDK6 proteins, involved in cell-cycle regulation
and known to play prominent roles in the proliferation of cancer
cells, particularly in AML.38 Of note, the levels of MEIS1 and
MYC were undetectable in the chromatin fraction of SGF29
deleted cells in contrast to their wild-type counterparts, in which
these proteins were highly abundant (Figure 6D). Most impor-
tantly, our ChEP analysis demonstrated that SGF29 deletion
significantly decreased the chromatin abundance of key STAGA
complex components, including KAT2A and the transcriptional
adapter protein TADA3 (Figure 6D; supplemental Figure 6B).
Therefore, SGF29 deletion may lead to the eviction of the
STAGA complex from the chromatin fraction. We confirmed our
ChEP results using immunoblotting and observed that although
KAT2A was mostly localized in the chromatin fraction of wild-
type U937 cells, SGF29 deletion increased its abundance in
the cytoplasmic fraction (Figure 6E; supplemental Figure 6C)
without a concomitant decrease in total protein levels. Taken
together, these results demonstrated that SGF29 is important
for tethering key components of the STAGA complex on
chromatin.

SGF29 deletion diminishes H3K9ac on the
promoters of key leukemia oncogenes
The STAGA complex member KAT2A is an acetyltransferase
that plays important roles in leukemia and other cancers.37 Our
results showing that SGF29 deletion led to decreased levels of
KAT2A in the chromatin fraction led us to hypothesize that
SGF29 recruits its activity on AML oncogene loci. We per-
formed chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing for
H3K9ac, the major histone modification deposited by KAT2A
and associated with transcriptional activation.39 SGF29 deletion
led to significant changes in H3K9ac, with 10 834 peaks
showing reduced acetylation and 3119 peaks showing
increased acetylation in SGF29 knockout compared with wild-
type U937 cells reflecting an overall decrease in global H3K9
acetylation (Figure 7A; supplemental Figures 6C and 7A;
supplemental Table 10). Importantly, there was a pronounced
decrease in acetylation levels at the promoters of several
SGF29-bound AML oncogenes that were also transcriptionally
downregulated in the SGF29 knockout RNA-seq data
(Figure 7B-C). Consistent with the RNA-seq and ChEP data, the
ssays in SGF29 wild-type or CRISPR knockout AML cell lines U937 (A) or MOLM13 (B)
ar Red dye in U937 cells transduced with an SGF29 sgRNA (bottom panel) compared
t from n = 3 is shown). (D) Schematic for differentiation assessment via phagocytosis
th an NTC (gray) or an SGF29 sgRNA (blue) showing the fluorescence intensity of
duced with an NTC (gray) or an SGF29 sgRNA (blue) showing the normalized fluo-
y changed in SGF29 deleted, compared with NTC cells in U937 (G) or MOLM13 (H) is
liferation assays of SGF29 wild-type or deficient UB3 cells with or without retroviral
categories of gene sets showing significantly lower enrichment in SGF29 deleted
(GSEA) are shown in the bubble plot. Normalized enrichment score (NES) is plotted
lect GSEA plots with NES and FDR-q values are shown for gene sets associated with
C vs SGF29 knockout in U937 (L) and MOLM13 (M) AML cell lines injected mice are
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Figure 4 (continued)
proto-oncogene MYC had one of the most profound losses of
promoter-associated H3K9 acetylation (Figure 7A-C), indicating
that MYC is one of the top targets of SGF29 in AML cells.
SGF29 deletion impairs in vitro and in vivo
leukemogenesis in a PDX model of AML
We then assessed the effect of SGF29 CRISPR knockout in human
AML patient cells. For this, we used PDX AML-393-Cas9, a MLL-
AF10 fusion bearing PDX model expressing Cas9.40 These cells
were generated by transduction of split Cas9 containing viral
supernatant followed by sorting of Cas9 expressing GFP+ cells. In
these cells, SGF29 knockout using a BFP-coexpressing sgRNA
showed a strong reduction in proliferation in a competition assay
compared with non-SGF29-sgRNA cells (Figure 7D). In addition,
quantitative real-time-PCR of SGF29-knockout compared with
NTC–transduced PDX AML-393-Cas9 cells showed a significant
reduction of HOXA9 and MEIS1 transcripts (Figure 7E). We then
injectedPDXAML-393 cells expressing SGF29orNTC sgRNAs into
NSG mice and monitored engraftment of human Cas9-GFP+ cells
in peripheral blood using flow cytometry (supplemental Figure 7B).
Mice injected with NTC sgRNA–expressing cells succumbed to
AML with a median latency of 64 days after injection, compared
with a median of 165 days after injection with SGF29-sgRNA cells
706 22 FEBRUARY 2024 | VOLUME 143, NUMBER 8
(Figure 7F). Notably, we used ribonucleoprotein-mediated delivery
of these same sgRNAs into human cord blood–derived
CD34-positive cells and plated the cells for CFU assays. Assess-
ment of different individually picked colonies showed that several
colonies of diverse subtypes (including CFU-granulocyte mono-
cyte, CFU-GEMM, and burst-forming unit erythroid) showed indels
in the SGF29 locus as assessed through tracking of indels by
decomposition (TIDE) analysis indicating that SGF29-deleted,
CD34-positive cells may still form diverse types of hematopoietic
CFUs (supplemental Figure 7C).

Taken together, our results demonstrate that SGF29 is impor-
tant for sustaining critical transcriptional networks in AML, for
chromatin tethering of key AML-associated proteins and for
leukemogenesis. Our studies nominate this chromatin reader
protein and specifically the Tudor domain as an attractive
therapeutic target in AML.

Discussion
In recent years, mounting evidence has shown that the
expression of cancer-promoting oncogenes is sustained by
specific chromatin modulators that are often essential and/or
rate-limiting for oncogenesis. Thus, these epigenetic regulators
BARBOSA et al
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may act as nononcogene dependencies presenting attractive
new therapeutic targets in cancer. The chromatin reader protein
SGF29 was discovered in yeast as a component of the SAGA
(Spt–Ada–Gcn5 acetyltransferase) complex41 and is highly
conserved across species (reviewed in42,43). SGF29 contains 2
tandem Tudor domains at the C-terminus, which specifically
bind di and trimethylated H3K4 residues.34,35 In mammalian
cells, SGF29 is a component of diverse chromatin-modifying
complexes with overlapping subunits, of which the ATAC and
the SAGA complexes are the most well-characterized and have
distinct chromatin targets.34 As part of the enzymatic histone
acetyltransferase (HAT) module in SAGA (along with Gcn5,
Ada3, and Ada2), SGF29 allows the complex to dock to pre-
existing trimethyl marks at promoters and stimulates subse-
quent processive acetylation.44 The SAGA complex is
responsible for H3K9 acetylation, a modification that fine-tunes,
rather than initiates, locus-specific transcriptional activity.39

SAGA integrates multiple coactivator functions, with distinct
genetic requirements for each module in gene regulation.45

Data from studies in murine MLL-AF9 leukemia suggest that
ATAC is a generic requirement in cancer, whereas SAGA is
selectively important in AML.38 In Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Sgf29 is required for SAGA promoter recruitment and H3K9
acetylation in vivo34 and our results show that this is also true in
AML cells in which the localization of human KAT2A is
controlled by SGF29. This indicates that SGF29 may be rate-
limiting for the oncogenic activities of SAGA in AML46 and
perhaps in other cancers in which KAT2A activity is
oncogenic.47,48

Interestingly, our results also show that SGF29 may regulate
transcription and chromatin abundance of several leukemia-
associated transcription factors in AML cells and sustain leuke-
mogenesis driven by diverse AML oncoproteins. We showed
that SGF29 may regulate the differentiation block in AML,
because its deletion promoted the expression of several
differentiation-associated genes, enhanced phagocytic uptake,
and led to a significant increase in differentiation in models of
AML with distinct driver oncogenes. One of the strongest
SGF29 targets in AML was MYC, in agreement with observa-
tions in human hepatocellular carcinoma.49 SGF29 has also
recently been identified as a negative regulator of antitumor
immunity in a mouse model of adenocarcinoma,50 indicating
that it may have both cell-intrinsic and nonintrinsic tumor-
promoting activities.

In this study, we demonstrate that a phenotypic pooled CRISPR
screen based on the expression of MEIS1 revealed multiple
constituents of 6 chromatin-modifying complexes as regulators of
oncogenic AML transcription. Among our top hits, we encoun-
tered “writers” and “readers” known to function in concert. These
results validate the robustness of the screen and importantly,
point to separate nodes for therapeutic targeting within the same
complex. Within chromatin-modifying complexes, targeting
chromatin readers may arguably present a better therapeutic
safety profile compared with chromatin-writer proteins, given that
known chromatin writers, such as DOT1L, KAT2A, and KAT7 are
localized to different oncogene loci by separate chromatin
readers. The paradigm of inhibiting reader proteins began with
bromodomain tool compounds,51 which spurred translation to
clinical candidates. Other efforts for reader targeting include plant
homeodomain (PHD) fingers, WD40 repeat domains, Royal family
710 22 FEBRUARY 2024 | VOLUME 143, NUMBER 8
methyl-lysine readers, chromodomains, Tudor domains, PWWP
domains, and the YEATS domain.52-57 Our work provides a
rationale for inhibitors targeting the chromatin reading activity of
the Tudor domain, which is required for the chromatin occupancy
of SGF29-associated complexes, including SAGA, and transcrip-
tional coactivation of oncogenic gene expression programs. We
believe that small-molecule inhibitors of the SGF29 Tudor domain
will have potent antileukemia effects and may also be effective in
other cancers driven by activated expression of the HOX/MEIS or
MYC oncogenes.
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